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Abstract— The proliferation of web application and the pervasiveness of mobile technology make web-based attacks even more attractive and even easier to launch. Web Application Firewall (WAF) is an intermediate tool between web server and users that provides comprehensive protection for web application. WAF is a negative security model where the detection and prevention mechanisms are based on predefined or user-defined attack signatures and patterns. However, WAF alone is not adequate to offer best defensive system against web vulnerabilities that are increasing in number and complexity daily. This paper presents a methodology to automatically design a positive security based model which identifies and allows only legitimate web queries. The paper shows a true positive rate of more than 90% can be achieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the increased number of Internet’s users, many applications have been designed to provide more and more services. Applications ranging from simple web site to a complex word editing application are now available in Internet. With the proliferation of the applications, everyone can create their own web site and web application with a few clicks. Several applications are more vulnerable to attack than the others. This is due to the fact that the applications are developed by community which includes both highly experienced and new programmers. The increased number of vulnerabilities is consistent with the number of applications deployed [1]. By exploiting vulnerability in the application, the attacker is able to do things, which by default are not authorised such as modifying the content of web pages, deleting tables in database or even distributing malwares. Thus, it is very important to protect the web application. The efforts taken by several organisation such as SANS and OWASP contributes to the decrease of incidents [1].

As reported in [2], [3], the top vulnerabilities in web application are SQL injection (SQLi) and cross-site scripting (XSS). These two types of vulnerabilities are caused by a common mistake in application development: improper sanitisation of user-supplied input [1]. As users control the input, the developers need to check before using it. In SQLi, an attacker uses the input to send SQL command to directly interact with the backend database. This makes possible for the attacker to retrieve sensitive information or even modify the database. In XSS, an attacker sends or stores a malicious script. Contrary to SQLi, the victim of the attack is not the application but the users of that application. Using this mechanism, attacker may distribute malwares to the visitor of the infected web. One of the ways to avoid the attacks, web developer needs to be more careful [4].

One approach to mitigate the problem is by using Web Application Firewall (WAF). It is considered as a subset of Intrusion Detection System (IDS), focusing mainly on the detection of attacks for web application. WAF has capability to perform the detection in two techniques: signature-based and anomaly-based. A signature-based WAF detects the attack by comparing the request to a database of known attack signature. As the latter offers the possibility to detect known and unknown attacks, researchers focus more on this technique compared to the former one. Various techniques have been investigated [5]–[10].

A signature-based WAF is a set of rules to identify the attacks, either known or unknown. The process of identifying the attacks is known as negative security or black listing model [11]. Most of the researches focus on designing WAF based on this model. The model needs to be updated when a new attack or a variant of old attack surfaces. Alternatively, in positive security or white listing model, a set of normal requests is created. Using this model, the list is updated if and only if the web application is updated. As the positive security model recognises only the normal request, the negative security model is also need to identify correctly the attack. Thus, the combination of both models should give the best result for WAF in terms of accuracy and speed of detection.

The objectives of this study are to investigate the possibility of constructing an automated positive security model and to measure the performance in identifying legitimate request. In this paper, the positive security model is constructed by using the log of our official web server. It is then used to classify the requests into either legitimate or attacks. The main contribution of this paper is the methodology to automatically construct a positive security model that can be used in WAF.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follow: Section II focuses on Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and the details of SQLi. Section III presents the background of WAF and both of the models used; positive and negative models. The description of our basic model and the methodology in building an automated positive security model is presented in section IV. The experiments and results are described in section V. The last section contains the conclusion and future work.
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II. THE PROTOCOL & THE THREATS

A. The Protocol

Hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) is the main protocol to access web application [12]. It is based on client-server architecture. A web client or browser sends a request to a web server. The server receives the request and replies to the client accordingly. HTTP request format and example are depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively. On the other hand, the format and example of HTTP reply are depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>URI</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>VERSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEADER-NAME1</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>HEADER-VALUE1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADER-NAME2</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>HEADER-VALUE2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAD3R-NAMEn</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>HEADER-VALUEn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA (If any)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 HTTP Request Format

GET /page=2 HTTP/1.1
Host: fist2.emu.edu.my
Connection: keep-alive
Cache-Control: max-age=0
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel ...)
Accept: text/html ... */v=0.9,**;v=0.8
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate, utf-8
Accept-Language: en-US,en-GB,en
Accept-Charset: 150-8509-1,utf-8,utf-8,utf-8,**;v=0.3

Fig. 2 HTTP Request Example

| METHOD | SP | STATE | CODE | REASON
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEADER-NAME1</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>HEADER-VALUE1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADER-NAME2</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>HEADER-VALUE2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAD3R-NAMEn</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>HEADER-VALUEn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA (If any)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 HTTP Reply Format

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2012 04:57:36 GMT
Server: Apache/1.2.34 (Ubuntu)
Vary: Accept-Encoding
Content-Encoding: gzip
Content-Length: 453
Keep-Alive: timeout=15, max=100
Connection: Keep-Alive
Content-Type: text/html

Fig. 4 HTTP Reply Example

Based on the Fig. 2, the method used to obtain the web page is GET. This is the most common and the default request method. This method also is used when users click on a link of a web page. With this request method, the DATA field is generally empty as there is no user-supplied data. If there is a need to transmit data from users, two request methods can be used; GET and POST. In the former request method, the data is encoded in the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) part or the request. In the later request method, the data from users in encoded in the DATA field.

The information in the HEADER part is generated by the browser, as shown in the Fig. 2, where the request is from Mozilla browser. It contains the information related to the request and the session such as cookies and the capabilities of the browser or server. This information is used by browser and server to communicate better and to identify the user. Generally, users do not need to modify or know the content of the header. The same goes for the header part of the reply message from the server.

To identify an attack towards web application, it is important to know the information that can be modified by the attacker. The easiest way to transmit the attack is with the URI. The information in the URI includes the location, the name as well as the parameters for a resource as depicted in Fig. 5. The parameters, if any, are normally generated by web application at the server side. In some cases, the user input will form the parameters of the URI. Based on the parameters submitted, a different result is send by the web application.

Using a modified and often malicious value of parameters, a vulnerable web application can be attacked. The attacker can directly types the URI that contains a malicious parameters in the browser that resulted a GET request method. Specialised tools can also be used to submit a more sophisticated attack using POST. In this case, the parameters are normally in DATA part of the request. Detecting an attack submitted using GET method is easier than detecting an attack using POST method. This is because URI is normally recorded in a log file while the DATA part of the request is not stored.

B. The Threats

The submitted parameters are used by the web application at server side. The respond from the server may vary depending on the value of the parameters. Developers are expected to check the input before using it. Since the query can be modified by attackers, there is a high probability that the parameters contains malicious data. Two major attacks related to this are SQLi and XSS.

It is common to have a database connected to the server and the parameters are used to form an SQL query. In Fig. 5, parameter id or Itemid may be used in a program as shown in Algorithm 1. The value of id generated by the web application is valid thus forming the expected SQL query. In case of SQLi, the attacker provides an id containing malicious SQL query. One of the possible value for id is ‘1; DROP TABLE content_table’. If the web application is vulnerable and the code is executed, the table content_table will be deleted. Other examples of SQLi can be found in [13].

The parameters can also be used to display a dynamic message to the visitor. If the parameters are not verified, it is possible to submit a malicious message to another visitor.
Algorithm 1 Example of vulnerable SQL query

```sql
SELECT contents
FROM content_table
WHERE id=$_GET['id'];
```

An example of PHP code vulnerable to XSS is presented in Algorithm 2. If the parameter `name` is set correctly to a person name, e.g. `code.php?name=guest`, then everything is run as expected. However, if the attacker launches an XSS attack using `code.php?name=guest<script>alert('attacked')</script>`, then a popup window will be executed.

Algorithm 2 Example of code vulnerable to XSS

```php
<?php
    $name = $GET['name'];
    echo "Welcome $name";
    echo "Go to <a href="http://yourhome.com/">Home</a>";
?>
```

Both of the attack describe previously sent the malicious content to the web server. The target of SQLi attacks is the web server whereas the target of XSS is another user. A successful SQLi attack leads to server compromise. In order to prevent the attack, malicious codes need to be block before reaching the server. In XSS, the server will act as an intermediate system in an attack towards the end user. The malicious codes need to be block before relaying it to the end users.

III. WEB APPLICATION FIREWALL

A. Definition

Web application becomes one of the main platforms for the attackers to gain access to the system. In order to protect web application, the administrator can deploy WAF. The main functionality of WAF is to protect the web application from attacks or intrusions. WAF inspects both incoming and outgoing traffic to web server [14]. The concept of intrusion detection is widely covered under IDS and IPS researches. Thus, most of the researches apply the same concepts in developing WAF. The researches in WAF are mainly on the detection technique based on anomaly and negative security model.

In order to inspect web traffic, WAF operates in one of the following modes: reverse proxy, transparent proxy and host-based. In reverse proxy mode, the WAF is place between the web client and web server. The clients use the address of the WAF as the web server and all the requests are forwarded to WAF. This enables the WAF to inspect the requests and based on the result, WAF will forwards if it is legitimate or will drop if it is an attack. In transparent proxy mode, the functionality is the same as reverse proxy except that the web server address is used directly and WAF is transparent to the users. Both reverse and transparent proxy may require a separate device. In host-based mode, WAF is part of the web server and normally function as a module. All the requests are first analysed by WAF module and then followed by the web server module.

Two approaches are used to detect the attacks; signature-based and anomaly-based. The former is used to identify a known attacks and a regular updates of signatures is required whereas the later is used to identify unknown or new attacks which will be the deviation of the model constructed in the initial attacks-free learning phase. Both of the approaches will identify the attack instead of legitimate web requests. This model is known as negative security model where the focus is on the attacks. Another security model is positive security model where the focus is on legitimate web requests.

B. Negative Security Model – Blacklisting

A negative security model focuses in the detection of attacks. In signature-based detection approaches, it defines the signatures of attacks. This list is also known as blacklist. Construction of blacklist requires an expert domain to analyse a known attack. Generally, the patterns in the blacklist are generic and with some customisation can be used for all web application. Every web request needs to be compared to all the patterns in the blacklist before it can be considered attack-free. The process of verification depends on the size of the blacklist and often it is time consuming [15].

Defining the patterns in negative security model can be a very complex task. Even though the basic model is quite generic, web administrator still needs to customise the model accordingly. Applying the generic model to a web application without customisation normally will result into a high false positive rate [7]. The customisation also needs a domain expert, as there is no automated process that could help. A common way to define the model is to use regular expression but such move to define the attack imposes some risks [16].

The blacklist also needs to be updated regularly and the frequency of updates depends on the vendors. Thus, the accuracy of detection depends on the updates rate [15]. Even though the blacklist is updated on time, it is still not a complete list of all possible attacks. Attackers can used various techniques in order to evade the detection [7]. The evasion techniques like white space diversity, fragmentation, segmentation and encodings can be used in SQLi [17].

Since the signature-based detection cannot detect unknown attacks until it is updated, many of the researchers focus on the anomaly-based detection technique. This technique consists on modelling a normal behaviour and detects the deviation as an attack [18]. Thus, new attacks can be identified if it is significantly deviates from normal behaviour. Nevertheless, this technique still needs to be used together with signature-based technique due to lower detection rate and throughput [19].

C. Positive Security Model – Whitelisting

Another model in WAF is positive security model. In this model, the focus is on the legitimate or valid requests. A whitelist is constructed based on the model of legitimate request. It is then used to classify the incoming request. A request that is not in the whitelist is considered as an attack.
The size of whitelist is smaller compared to blacklist as it only contains the model of legitimate request. Even though every request needs to be analysed, the result is known at the first match again one of the signatures or patterns. Thus, one of the advantages of this model compared to the negative security model is that legitimate requests will be processed faster. Since the majority of the requests are legitimate [20], the time spends in analysis is lesser.

In order to create the whitelist, the same approaches as previous could be used. The signature of legitimate requests can be constructed manually as mentioned in [7]. In this case, the whitelist contains all the valid resources in the forms of strings or regular expressions. It is also possible to use an advanced technique such as in [18] to create a model of legitimate requests. The whitelist only needs to be updated if the web application changes significantly, which will occurs less frequently compared to negative security model. For a large-scale web application, it is simply not possible to manually define the whitelist containing every single page and possible parameters, as it is too complicated. Thus, in order to use positive security model, it is desirable to have an automated ways to create the whitelist.

IV. AUTOMATED WHITELIST MODEL

A. Basic Model

Assuming that the web server is already functional, it is possible to automatically create a model based on the information in the log file. A standard log file contains the required information to create the model. The more information we have in the log file, the more reliable model could be constructed. From the log, we extract the following information:

- IP address of the client
- Requested URI
- Referrer
- Response size
- Response status code

As the main source of information is the log file, the model created can be considered very basic. It is impossible to have a complete analysis, as the most of the information on the HEADER and the DATA part is not present. The model created will be able to identify a normal request mainly based on HEADER and the DATA part is not present. The model created can be considered very basic. It is impossible to have methods to create the whitelist.

B. Building the Model

The model is built based on a URI that is considered normal. In this paper, we are building a model that contains a complete and valid URI obtained from log. A valid and normal URI is requested by normal and trusted users whereas a malicious URI is requested by the attackers. By identifying a trusted user, it is possible to determine either URI is valid or not. Since the information about the user is not in the log, we use the model's IP and referrer as an alternative. Also included in the model the URI for static resources.

1) Static Resource: A webpage contains dynamic and static resources. Dynamic resources changes based on the parameters given. A scripting or programming language is used to create dynamic resources. Example of dynamic resources includes pages generated with PHP. Whereas, static resources do not change and normally do not require any parameter. Example of static resources includes images, CSS file and javascript file. One of the characteristics of static resources is fixed size. Based on this criteria, we include in the model, the URI that always return the same response size.

2) Trusted Machine: As user information is not included in the log, there is a need to identify a valid and trusted user based on others information. In this case, the IP of the user can be used. If a trusted and valid user using the same computer whenever he want to connect to the server, then the computer is consider trusted. An example is the computer of the web administrator. If it is possible to differentiate the administrator’s machine from others, then the URI send by that machine can be included in the model.

3) Trusted Referrer: It is trivial to include URI of static resource and URI from trusted machine in the model. A less trivial one is to include URI from a trusted referrer. A referrer is URI of a resource. Most of the time, it is a web page’s URI. Assuming a user is viewing a web page and he click on a link, both of the URI are normally transmitted to the server. The URI of the link is placed in the URI part of the request message, whereas the URI of the web page is transmitted in the HEADER part of the request. A normal web browser formats the request message with correct information. Based on referrer from the log, it is possible to identify the valid URI. Assuming the attackers may forge the referrer information, not all referrer may be trusted. A trusted referrer must be selected.
in order to ensure the validity of the URI. It is important to identify the referrer before adding the URI in the model. A trusted referrer must have a high number of:

- resources if refer to: that means the referrer contains many links to the other resources in the same server. The links can be images, another web page or javascripts
- client having it as a referrer: that means many clients visited the page (referrer) and follow the links in the page

From this list of referrers, only the top-n of the referrer is considered as trusted referrer. It is then possible to added URI having the trusted referrer to the model. The referrer itself can be added to the model if it is from the same server.

All the URI to be included in the model can be automatically extracted from the web server’s log, even if there are attacks recorded in the log. The model can be updated by the administrator as needed. Once the model is created, it can be used until a new web application is used.

V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

To test the performance of our model, we used the log file for our faculty web server. The log contains 7008 records from two web applications. A manual verification and classification was done for all the records. This verification is important as it is used as a based for our model. The request is classified into normal request, attack and deadlink. A deadlink request is a request to a deleted resource. From the log, the number of distinct URI is 758. The distribution between normal request, attack and deadlink is shown in Table I and Table II.

| TABLE I |
|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| DISTRIBUTION OF OVERALL RECORDS | Number | Percent |
| Normal | 6940 | 99.33 |
| Attack | 61 | 0.87 |
| Dead Link | 7 | 0.10 |
| Total | 7008 | 100.00 |

| TABLE II |
|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| DISTRIBUTION OF DISTINCT URI | Number | Percent |
| Normal | 758 | 94.75 |
| Attack | 36 | 4.50 |
| Dead Link | 6 | 0.75 |
| Total | 800 | 100.00 |

Our model is created using the log file based on the concepts describe in Section B. Since the objective of positive security model is to identify a normal request, we classify the record to either manual or unknown. The result is then compared to the manual verification. Only the requests classified as normal are compared. As our focus is more on the trusted referrer, only the local machine, i.e. 127.0.0.1, is considered as trusted machine. Overall result is shown in Table III. The result shows that both static and trusted machine contribute a little in forming the model. The classification of URI is mostly based on the URI from trusted referrer. This could changes if we include more machine in the trusted machine.

The total number of requests identified as normal by our model is not simply the sum of the three techniques. Several URI may be identified as valid by more than one technique. Corollary, the total number of unknown is less than the sum of the three techniques. URI that is not identified by one techniques may be identified by others techniques. By combining the three techniques, our model is able to identify correctly 90.908% of the normal requests.

The result in Table III is obtained by limiting the number of trusted referrer, by resources and by client, to the top 20 referrers only. The actual number referrer is not exactly 2×N as there may be the same referrer in both lists. For top 20, it is about 12% of the total 238 referrers identified from the log file. Table IV show the result of identification, by trusted referrer and overall, when the number of trusted referrer is varied. The last row shows the maximum true positive rate for our model since we include every referrers in the trusted referrer.

| TABLE IV |
|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| TRUSTED REFERRER | No of referrer | Trusted referrer | Overall |
| Top-N | No | % | No | % |
| 20 | 29 | 90.908 |
| 30 | 45 | 91.239 |
| 50 | 66 | 91.484 |
| 100 | 138 | 92.752 |
| 300 | 238 | 93.559 |
| Total | 738 | 94.75 |

The overall result show the rate of identification by the model. Table V show the number of URI contains in the model. This URI need to be compared with the number of URI manually identified, Table II. Only trusted referrer is shown since it provide the majority of the identification. From this table, we know that the model covers only about 40% of the valid requests. Even though the model only covers less than half of the valid requests, the true positive rate is more than 90%. This is mainly because of the remaining URIs not included in the model are a low hit request or infrequently accessed. Another indication about the low hit resources is to look at the difference in the increase rate of the model and the overall identification. An increase of 10% in the completeness of the model only increases 2% in the overall identification.

| TABLE V |
|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| COMPLETENESS OF MODEL | No of referrer | Trusted referrer | Overall |
| Top-N | % | No | % |
| 20 | 9.45 |
| 30 | 42.35 |
| 50 | 44.59 |
| 100 | 49.87 |
| 300 | 54.09 |
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present a method to build an automatically a whitelist of valid HTTP request to be used in a positive security model in WAF. The previous log of web server is used to create the model. The result show that it is possible to have identify correctly the valid request with identification rate more than 90%. The model should help to reduce the work to identify an attack, as the number of unknown request will be less than 10%. Even though the model created only covers about 40% of valid request, the performance in identifying a normal request is satisfying.

Since the model is created based on the log, it is not able to identify a new resources added to the web application. Our future work will be to integrating a generic URI capable to identify a new resources added to the web application. Another area of improvement includes the detection of low hit resources.
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